Slow Fire Target Scoring Summary

Target illustration above with 2 scoring disks is only used to signal an off paper Miss
Shots outside the 5 ring are scored as a Miss
If the Miss is on paper place a 3” Spotter Black Side out in the bullet hole and use 2 scoring disks as above.
TYPICALLY: Target would be run up with only one scoring disk placed in the corresponding value of the shot.
Always use a 3” spotter in slow fire to mark the bullet hole to indicate shot location to the shooter.
If the shot is in the Black. Position the 3”spotter with the White side facing out.
If the shot is in the White. Position the 3”spotter with the Black side facing out.
Watch the impact berm for your point so you know when you have a shot on your target.
Pull and score the target as soon as you see an impact in the berm on your target point.
*** In Slow fire you should strive for it to take no more than 10 SECONDS to pull and score a shot. ***
If your 3” spotter is in the black you should have a black paster on your finger while waiting for the next shot.
If your 3” spotter is in the white you should have a white paster on your finger while waiting for the next shot.

The people you are pulling targets for will also be pulling for you during the day.
Always strive to give better pit service than you get!

Shot Value is a 10

Shot Value is an 8

Rapid Fire Target Pulling and Scoring Summary
When pulling targets listen closely and promptly follow all commands from the pit officer.

When the Pit Officer Says;
“Stand By Your Targets”: Stand Up and put your hand on your target carrier.
“Targets Down”: Pull Your target down into the pits on the word DOWN
“Targets Up”: Pull Your target Up into the pits on the word UP
“Targets Half Mast”: Place your target ½ way up
During the Rapid Fire String COUNT YOUR SHOT IMPACTS in the BERM
If you are on the line scoring for a shooter COUNT the SHOTS FIRED

****** IT IS VERY IMPORTANT ******
in the event of an alibi that the scorer and the pit puller know exactly how many shots were fired
Always use Golf Tees to Mark Shots in the Black
Always use 1” spotters with black facing out to Mark Shots in the White
Legibly Fill in the Chalkboard to show the quantity of the shot values as illustrated above

